
Basis Contract 

bushel requirement cost of contract notes 

no bushel minimums $0.00 contract can be rolled to later months but at a cost of 2c/bu plus any 
spread costs 

• The basis is locked in against a future's month and fixed at the time of contract. These can be written at any time, 
and if written before harvest and delivered against like a cash contract, will avoid the shrink down to 14%. The 
quickest way to get an idea of how these contracts work is similar to selling grain out of the field and then buying 
futures - if the market goes up, the seller can profit, if the market goes down, the seller will see their contract 
value erode.   

• Advantages? 
o A basis sale allows a farmer who would plan on carrying some grain the ability to get one portion of the cash 

sale locked in. 
o An advancement can be had by the seller up to 70% of the contract value even if the contract isn't going to 

be priced until some deferred month. [Any income taken in advancement will be considered taxable in the 
calendar year it is taken.] 

o A basis contract stops storage, and if set ahead of fall delivery and delivered against, will avoid shrink costs. 
• Disadvantages? 

o The seller is left with full downside price risk as the only part that has been locked in is the basis portion. Any 
decline in the futures market will also be reflected in their contract pricing. 

o If the seller took an advancement, could cause a call from the elevator for repayment of that and the risk of 
having their grain priced before they are ready. 

  
• Example: 

o Farmer Joe decides to price some of his corn on a basis contract ahead of fall delivery. He calls Tremont 
Coop and finds out basis contracts with May expiration (must be priced by end of April) are valued at 60 
cents under the May contract; he decides to put 10,000 bushels on basis contract against the May, and at 
delivery time instructs the scale house this is for delivery against his basis contract. At present he chooses 
not to take an advancement, but say for example on January 1 he figures out he's going to need to make 
some payments for inputs, so calls up the elevator and asks for an advancement on the contract. Again, 
keep in mind he still has downside risk, much like grain in storage, the main difference being he can take 
advances on this grain he hasn't priced yet and he has no storage costs. 

o Concurrently at the same time Farmer Joe is delivering his 10,000 bushels against his basis contract, his 
brother, Farmer John, delivers his grain and decides to place it in storage. John's bushels are shrunk to 14%, 
Joe's bushels weren't, and John now has a minimum storage charge to get to January 1st of 17-cents (15 if 
he chooses Price Later instead). Come January 1, John also needs to pay some bills, but he cannot get an 
advancement on the grain, so he instead sells some of his 9,865 bushels (after the 1.35% shrink charge), 
leaving him with just under 9,000 now. Again, keep in mind that John also has downside risk, much like Joe 
does with his basis, but he's restricted in getting cash and has 17-cents of accumulated storage on unpriced 
bushels still. 

o April 1st brings a big rally to the market after the March Acreage report, and John and Joe determine this 
will be the best time to price their grain. Joe sells his 10,000 bushels and receives a check for the posted 
cash price less any advancements he has had; he does not have any storage costs to pay. John sells his 
remaining 9,000 bushels and receives a check for the posted cash price less his accumulated storage of 26-
cents/bushel (17-cent minimum, 3 cents for each Jan, Feb and Mar). 

o While it worked out that the market rallied in the example above, keep in mind that the market could keep 
moving lower and both brothers have downside risk, but Joe could also be asked to pay back some of that 
advancement he took. 

 


